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Alexandra Cole
Design Director
DesignAgency

Overseeing DesignAgency’s Los Angeles 
and Washington, DC o�  ces, Alexandra 
Cole is responsible for expanding the � rm’s 
portfolio beyond hotels to include coworking 
spaces and wellness-focused retreats. Take 
Irth Landscape Hotel and Spa, an eco-
retreat near Lake Ontario. Set to open in 
2023, it was conceived to raise awareness 
and deepen one’s connection to the natural 
world, “shi� ing consciousness toward our 
role in upholding the future of our planet 
and the longterm bene� t that this can bring,” 
Cole explains. She says her own philosophy 
is “about bringing the human element to 
design, thinking more in-depth about who 
will be in a space and what will they need—
more human, less utilitarian.”

How are hybrid spaces infl uencing 
hospitality?
The hybridization of hospitality and workplace 
is helping travelers to connect with local 
communities through ways that classic 
business centers didn’t o� er—with spaces and 
programming that are encouraging guests to 
engage more fully with the property. These 
spaces, such as the International Business 
Lounge that we’re developing at the heart of 
Legacy Hotel & Residences in Miami, are also 
inviting locals to use the hotel’s amenities as a 
private members’ club, for yoga classes, etc. 

What was it like transforming the iconic 
Bradbury building into NeueHouse LA?
It was exciting on so many levels because 
we were working within the context of such 
legendary architecture, and we were reunited 
with [NeueHouse CEO] Josh Wya�  with whom 
we developed the concept for Generator Hostels 
[when he was with Patron Capital]. NeueHouse 

A rendering of Irth Landscape Hotel and Spa, 
set on 79 acres of old forests, meadows, and 

escarpments in Ontario’s Prince Edward County
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LA marked the beginning of a new chapter for 
the brand, and we worked closely with Josh and 
a very talented in-house team at NeueHouse to 
consider how we could innovate and develop 
new ideas about how we integrate life, work, 
hospitality, and learning. Collaboration comes 
from people wanting to stay longer and strike 
up conversations and participate beyond the 
average workday, so we wanted to establish a 
design that makes members comfortable while 
also anticipating their needs. From the small 
details, such as USB ports right where you 
need them, to larger decisions about lighting 
and acoustics, every design choice was made to 
enhance business, collaboration, and wellbeing.

With Pendry locations in Washington, 
DC and Natirar, New Jersey on the 
boards, how are you rethinking the 
lifestyle brand?
In Washington, DC we are planning a 
140,000-square-foot property as part of the 
Wharf [development’s] second phase. The 
hotel will have 131 guestrooms and three F&B 
concepts, including a cocktail lounge, a pool 
deck with an indoor/outdoor restaurant, and 
a roo� op lounge. It will also have a spa, plus 
meeting and event space. Natirar, now under 
construction, will o� er guests access to a 
luxurious Tudor-style mansion—the former 
U.S. residence of the King of Morocco—on a 
hill overlooking 90-acres of bucolic property 
of rolling hills and forests, but less than an 
hour from New York. We’re renovating and 
adding to the 1912 house, creating a full-service 
destination for Spa Pendry and upgrading 
Ninety Acres, the hotel’s renowned restaurant 
and cooking school.

You’re also working with Pendry’s 
parent brand, Montage Hotels, to 
design Montage Cay.
It’s our � rst project in the Caribbean, and it’s 
been a privilege to take advantage of the full 
scope of the 48-acre island’s natural beauty. It’s 
exciting to be developing a micro ecosystem 
of residential and hotel experiences. I love 
working at the intersection between a location 
and its brand. For example, thinking through 
how Montage’s ultra-luxe brand informs the 
look and feel of a remote island resort and 
residences, and equally how this island will add 
to the overall reputation of the brand and help 
propel it forward.

Creative Fuel: Hybrid Spaces and the Hospitality Effect
Tuesday, August 24th
1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
Location: HD Park

A lounge-like space in NeueHouse Bradbury in 
LA, furnished with a tufted sectional and custom 

brass shelving integrated with stained glass

The Montage Cay in the Bahamas will feature 
50 suites and a collection of Montage 

Residences, shown in a rendering

The primary bedroom in Montage Cay will 
open up to the idyllic beachside setting


